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Community Planning Authorities
Present Informative Symposium
By JON McGINTY
LA WREN CE university was host to a variety of experts last Saturday ag Appleton city planners met with university sp?kes~e n, a New York architect and a
midwest campus-planner for debate and d1scussi1on over the problems of community planning. The keynote
speech, given by Benjamin Polk,
an architect whose experience includes work in India and the Far
East, set the tone for the day's
discussions. Polk emphasized the
great need to include human
values in our planning considerations.
"THE most important challenge
that the new construction of the
next decades affords, " said Polk,
" is that we infuse it with productive human, relationships."
One direct way of attacking this
challenge, he suggested, "is to remake our surroundings to a humane proportion, intermingling
within easy walking dista!}ce all
the centers of daily affairs for
each member of the family from
infants to elders."
Ultimately ,
he
maintaine d,
" utility , structure and beauty link
the architect to his individual or
corporate client, to his engineerUNIVERSITY ARCHITECT Frank C. Shattuck ad- ing colleagues, and to his art.
"BUT if he is to best serve his
dresses the Lawrence Community Planning s,ympcisium. The symposium, held last Saturday, was1co-ordin- community in the 20th century
ated by Lawrence students John Davis and Elliot Bush. he will have to think also in social terms. . . The time for planning is now."
With Polk's imper-ative still
ringing in their ears, the Lawrence planners met in You11gchild
hall to consider more specifically
the current and projected development programs for Lawrence
·F INANCIAL AID will be ·p·ossible for summer school and the Appleton are,a.
attendance at Lawrence university. Elys,e RinkenberDr. Curtis Tarr, Lawrence presger, director of the summer session and assistant to ident , opened the first semi_nar
the dean of academic affairs rewith a list of the "unique condiize team an d individual scorts,
cently indicated th at a limited
tions"
influencing Lawrence's
and will make information avail- planning programs.
number of partial grants would
able on the recreational possibilibe available on the basis of need.
TARR cited such factors as:
ties in the city and area.
TO apply for financial aid for
availability of property and funds,
the summer session at Lawrence
a student must send a request in
writing to the director prior to
May 1, 1965.
The letter of request should disclose family income and financial
responsibilities, and the need for
By DA YID R. BEAM
financial aid. This request should
bear the signature both of the stuCHAIRMEN for five positions, three of them undent and of the parent or guardian
contested were elected at Monday night's Student
of the student.
Senate meeting. In addition, possible methods of cour~ie
Tuition charges during the sum- evaluations were discussed. Petitions were heard and approved could work out a program which
mer session are $135 per course.
There are additional fees for from Bob Malueg and '.Debbie Big- would be acceptable to all parts
health center services, student gers, Special Projects; Chuck of the university.
union activities, accident insur- Norseng and Marcia Rogers,
The results of such a study
Homecoming ; and Art Van Dusen could be confidential or publ ic,
ance and matriculation expense.
BOARD for campus residents
and Lee Galda, Social.
depending upon the recommendawill be $14 per week, while rooms
C. J. ECKERT and Kris Sode r- tions of the committee. Saltzman
for the eight-week period vary gren defeated John Ishikawa and said that " the purpose would be
[rom $90 to $105, depending on Anne Stuart for the chairmanship primarily to inform the faculty,"
number of occupants.
of New Student Week while Sue and indicated that most students
She also announced a special Zimmerman and Bill Benowicz
were kept up-to-date on courses
auditing fee of $95, for persons
were elected over Ken Parent as
"through the grapevine." A mowishing to audit one or two classleaders of Polling committee.
tion establishing such a commites, hut not take them, for credit.
It was announced that the deadtee was made and carried .
The eight-week session runs line for petitions for chairmanship
DEL KARLEN suggested that
from June 21 to August 13. In ad- of the Convocation committee has
dition to the undergraduate been extended till midnight this another group be instituted to excourses offered, there will be four Sunday, April 18. Beoau.s-e no peti- amine the present car rule . He
special workshops. A seven-week tions have been received, the by- recommended that the possibility
Na t i o n a 1 Science Foundation laws requiring experience can be of making cars a senior privilege
·re considered and asked that a
Summer Institute in Botany will waived.
be directed by Dr. Bradner W.
President Mark Saltzman sug- comparative study of rules at
Coursen and a month-long English gested that a c,ommittee might other schools similar to Lawrence
composition colloquium will be be established to study possible be undertaken. A moti-on was
taught by Dr. William Schutte.
methods of course evaluation. He made to this effect.
.JOSEPH A. Hopfensperger will indicated he felt Lawrence could
Dean Venderbush suggested that
conduct a month-lon g Theatre benefit from a kind of "feedback perhaps Student-F,aculty commitP roduction seminar while a three- to faculty members concerning tee should be approached first
day church music workshop will
students' reactions to their cours- since faculty support would be
be di rected by LaVahn Maesch.
es.'' He noted th at programs of needed if such a rule change were
Student activities for the sumvarious kinds had been success- ever to be made.
mer session will be under the difull y instituted on other campuses.
Another representative indicatrect1t.H " ' ....,awrence faculty m.e mASKED if he had discussed the
ed that such a study might enable
be-r Clyde Rusk , assistant profesplan with members of the a<lmin- students and faculty to discuss
@.Or of physical education, whose
istration and faculty, Saltzman the problem more thornughly.
headquarters will be in Memorial said he had and stated that reAfter considerable debate, the
union.
action was "very mixed."
motion was carried, and Karlen
He will supervise recreational
He said, however, he was confiwas appointed chairman of the
activities _in that building, organ- dent that a student committee committee.

Lawrence Will Offer Grants
For First Summer'School

SS Picks Co111111ittee Heads,
Studies Course Evaluation

soil conditions on riverbank
ground , the cos t of sites tthe
campus is expanding in an already-developed residential area ),
the development of College avenue
and the desire to preserve the
"open green spaces" around Main
hall.
Although such considerations
distinguish Lawrence from state
universities or rural campuses,
these factors are faced by nearly
every other small-but-growing urban campus, as became cle.ar
lat.er in the afternoon.
Tarr mentioned the goals and
expectations of the umversity to
include a limited enrollment of
about 1400 students by 1975, that
Lawrence will remain essentially
an undergraduate institution with
a low student-faculty ratio, and
that a full-staff balance will be
maintained, regardless of the popularity of certain disciplines.
TARR also mentioned that trad~tionally Lawrence has planned
for instructional expenditures to
take precedence over campus living cos,ts, that a greater investrnent in tuition forces our living
quarters to be more "Spartan."
Specific projects cited by Tarr
included a new steam-plant to be
completed this fall, and a student
health center, to be ready in the
fall of 1966.
Also mentioned were "renewal" plans for Main ha ll and Alexander gym , more do rmitory sp::tce
for both men and women and an
independent food servi ce center.
FRANK C. Shattuck, the university architect, then illustrated
some of the more recent architectural solutions to the problems
posed by Tarr .
Shattuck outlined Lawrence's
system of pl,anni.ng for new structures, speaking of buildings as
"essentially ideas" created to
meet a "program of requirements."
He emphasized that " the life
that goes on within a building can
be known only by those who will
use it , and it is to their advantage

to convey this knowledge to the
architect."
SHATTUCK then showed specifie plans for the new health center , indicating that it would run
parallel to E. Lawrence st. and
b€ joined to Colman hall, thus
sharing food services and providing extra !facilities in case of a
sizable epidemic.
The exterior and massing of
the proposed structure is similar
to Colman, Plantz and Trever
halls and to the Musk-Drama
center.
The final speaker on campus
planning was Thomas Van Rousen, a Lawrence alumnus and planning consultant for Macalester
college in St. Paul , Minn.
VAN HOUSEN spoke of planning for an urban campus as "an
integration of architecture, landscape design, and city planning."
Final principles in his philosophy
of architecture were "integrity,
simplicity, utility and vitality."
Van Housen took his .audience
through an illustrated. tour of the
Macalester campus, indicating the
importance of circulation in ltis
design, the movement of both
pedestrians ,and vehicles.
The tour effectively demonstrated the continuity of design and
architectur al experience realized
at Macalester.
AS HE progressed from a building to an open area, the next
structure presented itself logically
and b€autifully.
The "nodes of interest," or
areas of concentrated activity,
were provided with walks, pieces
of sculpture and other esthetically ploosing experiences.
To many, the contrast with our
own campus experience was revealing, to say the least. When
questioned about the prevalence
of rather austere and conservative
styles of architecture in Lawrence
planning, Shattuck explained that
economic considerations dictate
the avoidance of more "exciting"
structures.
AND in fact, when comparable
figures became available, the
Macalester dormitories are more
expensive-over $1000 more per

bed.
This $1000, however, provides
each student at Macalest-er with:
2 chairs, 2 bookcases, 2 cerUng
lights, moveable furniture, bunks
or single beds, choice of window
drapes .and matching bedspreads,
and kitchen facilities and a Iouncr-e
for every 35 students-in additi~n
to more "exciting" structures.
Harvard's J ose Luis Sert has
said that "the urban campus
should set an exam ple of good
plann ing and good design . It is,
in a way, a micro-city and its urbanity is the expression of a better. more civi ized way of lite ."
The question is, ,f inally, have
economic considerations at Lawrence been a llowed to sunplant
the human values and relationships said by so many to be so
despe rately needed in community
planning?
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Winnebago Workers
Will Meet Thursday
THE DIR.ECTOR of the depart-

ment of mechanical and Aerospace engineering at the Illinois
Institute of Technology, Dr. Andrew A. Fejer, addressed a Sdence Colloquium last Thursday
on the topic "Hydrodynamics of
Fish Locomotion."

There will be an orientation
meeting at Winnebago State hospital for those interested in working with mental patients Thursday, April 22.
The workers will meet in the
Union lounge at 6:15 p.rn .. Those
intending to go should call Ann
Colby at ext. 321.

UIIMIIIIHWltlHflillltllllllutllllllllllftU1WINWIUIWII
RELIGION IN LIFE
There will be a meeting for
Religion in l,ife next Monday
at 4:00 p.m. in t~ Union to
plan ;next year's program.
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WLFM Presents
'Program Notes'
Daily. At 5 p.m. WLFM joins
the National Educational Radio
network, offering tape series on
timely topics which regularly include the BBC World Report.
Following the NAEB series is
Dinner Musicale from 5: 30 to 7
p.m. after which the station programs Concert Hall, two hours
of classica l music.
Each night at 9 p.m. WLFM
features ,a campus p€rsonality
programming h i s individual
tastes i:n music and humor

NEXT WEEK'S HIGHLIGHTS

A PENSIVE BEAR waits to go on stage in Charlotte
Chorpenning's adaptation of "The Three Bears," presented by the Milwaukee Repertoire theater's Pick-~Pack players last Saturday in Stansbury · theatre.
-THE FASHION SHOP -

117 E. COLLEGE AVE.-

When you've seen a friend wearing
something unusually chic,
have you noticed how often she's said:

"I Found It at The Fashion Shop"

Modern Jazz: 9 p.m . Thursday
Wolf Songs sung by Leontyne
Price : 7 p.m. Friday
American Radio Journal featuring Pulitzer prize winner Louis
Simpson: 9 p.m. Sunday
The Unwanted-Misconceptions
leading to job discrimination: 10
p.m . Sunday
Lawrence University News:
6: 50 p.m. Monday and Friday
Anatomy of a Satellite IlRocketry, Fuels, and Space Propulsion in Layman's Language:
5 p.m. Tuesday
BBC World Report: 5: 15 p.m.
Tuesday
Alarums and Excursions-Special Show by Lannon and Nordstrom: Tuesday, 9 p.m.
Down the Road-Folk Music:
9 p.m. Wednesday

Two Professors Edit Books;
Third To Publish Manuscript
TWO LA WREN CE university faculty members have
edited books which are recently off the press, and a
third has had a manuscript accepted for publication.
Miss Anne P. Jones, profes.sor of
French, has edited "Lectures
Choisies," a collection of writings
by Andre Malraux, for the Macmillan Company.
MISS Elizabeth T. Forter, professor of English, has edited
Shaw's "Caesar and Cleopatra"

Honoraries To Hold
Honors Day Convo
The new members of Phi Beta
Kappa , · national honorary fraternity, and Pi Kappa Lamda,
honorary music society, will be
;:innounced at the Honors Day
convocation at 10 : 40 a.m. next
Thursday , April 22, in the Chapel.
James F . Crow, professor of
medical genetics and acting director of the Medical Center in
the University of Wisconsin, Madison, will be the guest speaker.
He is a past chairman of the
Wisconsin department of Medical Genetics.

Alpha Delta Pi
Elects New Officers
Alpha Delta Pi recently elected the folowing for the coming
year: p a t Oswald, presidena;
Trish Kelley, vice president and
pledge trainer; Carol Johnson,
treasurer; Chris Bandy, recording secretary; and Jane Ray, coresponding secrtary.
Oth€rs are Karen Hicks and
Karen Pugh, rush chairmen; Sydney Townsend and Julie Hellmuth,
social chairmen; and Nancy
Beaudway, reporter-historian.

~
"the store of friendly,
helpful service"

202 E. COLLEGE AVE.

~.
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!Just 2 blocks f r ~

NOW{ .... CONTINUOUS fr.om

1:00 ,p.m.

New Fun with the Beach Party Gang!

for Appleton-Century Crofts. Dr.
Marcel N. Muller, assistant prof essor of French, has been notified
that Droz, S.A., of Geneva, Switzerland, will publish his doctoral
dissertation. The book's working
title is "The Narrative Voices in
'Remembrance of Things Past.' ·~
Miss Jones did work on the Malraux collection two years ago in
Paris, while on sabbatioal leave
from Lawrence. During her stay
she met with Malraux at his office at the Ministry of Cultural
Af f.airs and consulted him. on her
work.
The book is one of 16 in a series
of modern French literature for
intermediate students under the
general editorship · of Dr. Germaine Bree of the University of
Wisconsin.
THE edition of "Caesar and
Cleopatra" is Miss Forter's second work for Appleton-Century
Crofts. Earlier she was one of
three editors of an anthology,
"The Comic in Theory and Practice," designed as a controlled research publication for college
freshmen. ,
Muller wrote his doctoral dissertation on Marcel Proust's sevenvolume "Remembrance of Things
Past" under the direction of Bree
at the University of Wisconsin.
Much of the research wa.s done
while Muller held Fulbright fel1-0wships at the University of Saarbrucken and the Free Universit.r
of Berlin from 1959 ito 1961.
·
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WLFM to Present
Symposium Speech
Excerpts from the Lawrence
University Community Planning
symposium held last Saturday
will be broadcast by WLFM, 91.l
me. at 9 p.m. Sunday, April 18.
The program will include the·
keynote address by Benjamin
Polk, New York architect and
planner, .and portions of seminars
on university and community
planning.
Speakers at the seminars included Dr. Curtis W. Tarr, Frank
C. Shattuck, Lawrence architect;
Thomas Van Housen, planner forMacalester college, St. Paul,
Minn.; Eugene Franchette, director, Fox Valley Regional Planning commission; W. R. Bernhard, chairman, Project 70 committee, Appleton Area Chamber
of Commerce; Gus A. Zuehlke,
co-chairman, Downtown Tomorrow committee; and John K. Alston , Appleton resioont planner.
The day-long symposium was
sponsored by Lawrence in cooperation with the Appleton PostCrescent. Co-ordinators for the
event were Elliott Bush and John
Davis.

Senior Will Present
Public Piano Recital
Grace Pearson, a Lawrence
Conservatory senior, will present
a public piano recital at 8: 15 p.
m ., Thursday, April 22, in Hwper Hall at the Lawrence MusicDrama center.
Her ,p rogram consists of the
"Italian Concerto" by J. S. Bach;
"Sonata in F Major," Op. 10, No.
2, by Beethoven; "Cinq Impressions" by Tansman; "Five Pieces" from "Visions Fugitives ,"
and "Suggestion Diabolique, " Op.
4, No. 4 by Prokofieff.
Miss Pearson is a piano student
of Theodore Rehl, assistant professor of music.

If you're part of th€ Piccadilly pack you'll want to add this
charmer to your "see" worthy wardrobe ... stitched sailor
collar, ribbon belt and red and white striped dickey.
In blue Dacron and Cotton. Sizes 5 to 15.

As Sketched

s11ss
OTHER DRESSES . . . 9.98 to 49.95

The FASHION
SHOP
- - 117 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE - -

with the

BEACH BUNNIES
and Donna Michele

PINNING

Martlia H. Colburne to J.
Lawrence Stoune, Phi Delta
Theta.

Lantern Selects Officers,
Explains Service Prograins

:.LANTE'R N BLOOD DRIVE

Lantern is sponsoring a Red
Cross blood drive on May 11
and 12. For .information, contact Louise Kustner, ext. 351.

DIANE JENSEN has been elected president of Lantern for 1965-66 replacing Jim Walrath; Ginny Shy
was elected to replace Judy Michalowski as secretacy.

WRA Chooses
,Officers, Board

John Hein was re-elected as
treasurer. In cha~e of the Winnebago State Mental hospital and
Outagamie County . Mentai hospital programs are Ann Colby and
Bill Benowicz respectively. The
annual fund drive will be har.dled
by Jay Mancini.
BECKY Walcott is in charge of
student information programs ;
Julie Forbes is directing the program at Morgan school; Wendy
,McClure, work camps ; Rufus Cadigan, blood drive ; and Anna Mack,
publicity.

Jan Watson was elected WRA
pres,ident at a meeting held last
Tuesday, April 6. Vice president
Bea Bigony, secretary Cammy
Marcum and recorder Sandy Butler will assist her.
The new board members are
Marsha Glidden, Marcia Rogers,
Candy Jones, Sue Fletcher and
Ruth Marrs.
WRA is planning several events
for class comp€tition this spring,
including a softball tournament
on Saturday, April 24. The tournament schedules juniors vs. frosh
at 10 :30 a.m. and seniors vs.
sophomores at 4:30 p.m.
Some possible future plans are
for a spring banquet and tennis
or paddleball tournaments.

19th annual North Central Model
United Nations, a mock session
imitating the deliberations of the
General assembly and Security
council. Ten Lawrence students
were among those taking part.
DELEGATIONS from 87 colleges
and student organizations participa ted. Lawrence ·People-to-People
sponsored two groups, repn:!senting both Ghana and Cambodia.

and foreign policy of the countries
they represented.
Issues under discussion included such problems ras the admission
of Red China; Cyprus; and the
status of Southeast Asia. Gh,ana
put forth au. argument for "positive neutrality," non-alignment in
the struggles of the Cold War but
at the s,ame time emphasizing African independence and unity.

Members included: Nick BW'Cambodia, guided by the docrage, Toehl Harding, Thom Ver- · trine of King Sihanouk, advocated
ich, Julia Maher and Bill Phil- strong nationalism, condemned
Jips (Cambo«Ua); Dave Beam, Dru the imp€rialists and sought to
Munsen, Dan LeMahieu, Mike avoid making permanent comLast a11d Jim Streator (Ghana).
mitments to either East or West.

The four-day conference included bloc meetings, sessions of various committees, Security council
and Economic and Social council
meetings, as well as a convening
of the General assembly.
THROUGHOUT the proceedings,
participants attempted to portray
a ccurately the national interest

225 E. College Avenue - Phone 4-213 l
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INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT ID CARD
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First National Bank
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ask for special folder and student jobs in Holland.
Write: Dept. CZ

U. S. NATIONAL
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
265 Madison Avenue

New York, N. Y. 10016
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A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 1000 models
at Pah-Low's.
Priced from $3 to $100

PA'H-LOW'S
Luggage - Gifts- Leather Goods

Downtown Appleton

Look Your Best
Get Your HAIR CUT NOW at

BOB'S BARBER SHOP
Third Floor Zuelke ~uilding

Easter Decorations
and Cards

I

The Seasons
The Seaway Suite

PA.TIO
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Clark's Cleaners
Offers You:

NEED

MEN

I

I

Take a student ship to Europe
then, join a "GADABOUT" car
tour of not more than five other
students. We also have 30
other unique tours and study ·
programs!
Book your passage with us-

National work includes the annual fund drive which usuaUy
brings in $1500 to $1600. The organizations are c~osen to receive
money from Lantern on the basis
of need and the amount of help
that -can actually be given them.
THEY are selected by the steering board from among the groups
that have been aided in the past
and from suggestions which may
be given at any time. ·Miss Jensen says that Lantern always welcomes new ideas.
Lantern also gives money to the
Red Cross, which in turn helps
them by loaning ca.rs for the community projects. Coming up on
May 11 and 12 is a blood drive for
the Red Cross.

I
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Gadabout Europe!

has made a few trips to the reservation.

The program involves both
square dancing and ballroom
dancing. The Winnebago hospital
program is involved with the
men's geriatrics ward, and the
volunteers talk, write letters, play
chess and are companions to the
patients.
MORGAN school is for physically handicapp€d and mentally retarded children. The program

The National Science foundation
has .g ranted $8,090 to Lawrence
university for an in-service institute in general science for
elementary school personnel during the 1965-66 school year.
Dr. Robert Rosenberg, associate professor of chemistry, will
direct the institute to be held in
Youngchild hall.
This is ,t he third such in-service
study program supported by the
NSF and directed by Rosenberg
at Lawrence. During 1961-62 he
conducted an institute in chemistry and physics for secondary
school teachers and during the
current school year has been
teaching general science to elementary teachers.
Still another ,institute for 35
secondary school teachers of botany will be underwritten by the
National · Science foundation at
Lawrence this summer. The eightweek institute is directed by Dr.
Bradner Coursen, assistant professor of biology.

By . DAVID BEAM
KNOWLEDGE of foreign affairs and internation!:l:l
organization was put to a test last weekend at Minn~ap olis. The University of Minnesota played host to the

Another unofficial local program is work with the Oneida Indians in Oneida. A student group

Lantern's community projects
are the two hospitals and the Morgan school. At the Outagamie
hospital, the work is with adults.

Foundation Donates
$8090 fot Institute

Lawrence Students Appear
At Mock United Nations

there takes place during the lunch
hour. It involves organized group
activities such as a basebaU game
or some folk singing.

l. THE QUICKEST SERVICE
2. THE CLEANEST CLOTHES
3. THE SHORTEST WALK

•
See Th em Today at
311 E. COLLEGE AVENUE-APPLETON

Just a Block Up the Avenue

Hear •••

PROGRAMX
Jim Choudoir
MONDAY thru FRIDAY
9:30-10:30 .p.m.

on WHBY -

1230 on Every Dial

I

Sig Eps, DGs Place First
In Greek Sing Competition
SIGMA Phi Epsilon and Delta Gamma placed fir~t
in the annual Greek sing, held Friday, April 9. Phi
Gamma Delta and Kappa Delta placed second and
Beta Theta Pi and Pi Beta Phi
placed third .
LT. COL. Carroll •Jvl. Newstrom,
Mrs. William B. 'Spetch and Miss
Sally Hey judged the contest on
blend, intonation, diction and articulation , stage presence, treatment of song and group spirit.
Bill Spoffard was the master of
ceremonies.

·
Butler and Margo Englehardt
played the guitar in the folk song
"Today" for the Pi Phi's. · Ella
Loebe directed this song and
" Syncopation. "
STEVE Blair led the Betas in
" Beta Shrine," which he specially adapted for the B€ta chorus,
and "Mood Indigo."

· Andrea Schwellinger directed
Alpha Chi Omega in "With All My
Heart," and "He's Gone Away."

The Delts performed "Prelude
No. I for Organ," the notes unchanged from the original by J. S.

Alpha Delta Pi, dressed in bright
red burlap sacks and white sneakers, sang " I Ain 't Down Yet"
from "The Unsinkable Molly
Brown' ' and " I Want to Be an
A iD Pi Girl. " They were directed by Madeline Menten.
MARY LEE Huber and Sue
Spain soloed in the spiritual "The
Judgment Day" for Delta Garnma. Gail Gustafson directed this
and "Th€ Fireside Song."

Bach. Todd &>Ii soloed on the triangle while Bill Gustafson played
the snare drum. Mike Katz directed the prelude and "Delta Shelter."

The Phi rr>elts , directed by Tom
Edstrom, sang "Eternal Praise"
and '4Drink to Me Only with Thine
Eyes. " Bill MeKenna Jed the Fijis
in " Brothers Sing On" and "Fiji
Blues."
The Phi Taus, directed by Jim
Walrath, sang " Waltzing Matilda"
and "The Name of Phi Kappa
Tau."
For the Sig Eps, Mick Rudi and
Sid Mallory wrote the rock and
roll song " Sig Ep Sam." Mallory
soloed in "Sig Ep Sam" and Rudi
directed this and "Some Enchanted Evening."

Sheila Pernot directed the
Thetas in "Words to be Spoken,"
a poem by Archibald MacLeish
set to music .and "To Kappa Alpha Theta."

Kappa Delta , directed by
Manske, sang a medley of
from "My Fair Lady" and
pa 'Delta Rose Forever.''.

Hallie
songs
"KapSandy

NEW STUDENT WEEK
Petitions for New student
week committee are due to
Kris Sodergren (Sage) or C.
J. Eckert (Phi Tau House) by
midnight Sunday, April 25.

Governor Chooses
Coursen Examiner
Dr. Bradner W. Coursen, assistant professor of biology, has
been appointed a member of the
state board of examiners in the
basic sciences by Governor Warren P. Knowles.
According to Wisconsin statute,
a three-man board of lay educators , unaffiliated with a medical
or nursing school shall conduct
four examinations each year in
the basic sciences - anatomy,
physiology, pathology and physical diagnosis.
No person shall treat or at-'
tempt to treat the sick in Wisconsin unless he has a certificate
of registration in the basic sciences, and has complied with all
other requirements of law.
The board is empowered to appoint e xperts to assist in the examination , from list5 furnished
:by the State Civil Service commission.
Coursen has been appointed to
a six-year term , succeeding William H. Barber, who has retired.

THERE~S NO DOUBT ABOUT IT!

Study Shows Students
Tend to 'Play It Cool'

F-A-S-T

Medicinals, Pharmaceuticals, Cosmetics and
Prompt, Courteous Service

Film

•

THE COLLEGE student's quest for the good lJ(e
stems more from a quiet rebellion against society's v~ues than it does from satisfaction with the status QlJO i-

Processing
•

BELLING
" The Pharmacy Nearest to Campus"
204 East Cellege Avenue

EUROPE FOR LESS
Travel in a group with other U. S. colle.g e students
All expense low cost trips by ship or plane.
HA'P'NY (College Credit): 52 days, 15 countries
-$1199
AROUND THE WORLD: 52 days - 10 countries
-$2595
ADVENTURER: 47 doys-10 countries- $1072
BUCCANEER: 62 days--10 countries (inc. Greece)
-$1296
VAGABOND: 46 days-14 countries (inc. Russia)
-$1198
Write for Free Information

AnscochJ.:om and
Ektachrome
Brought in before 4:30
Ready next day 4: 00 ·

•

Kodochrome and
Kodacolor
Two Day Service

•

Black and white
Brought in by 9 a.m.
Ready same day

a study of more t11an 100 freshmen at San Francisco State college suggests.
FINDINGS of the study are
summarized in a Psychological
Reports monograph by Robert E.
'Mogar, a member of the division
of psychology. His research was
part of a student development
study, financed by •the U. S. Off ice of Education.

Large Selection of
CONTEMPORARY
GREETING CARDS

ideal photo
222 E. College Ave.

BUNNY BLAST
SATURDAY NIGHT

AMERICAN YOUTH ABROAD

Buses Leave at 7:30

Minneapolis, Minn. 55414

44 University Station
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PLAYING the 12-string guitar, Bruce Washburn performs at a hootenhanny held in honor of visiting Tougaloo students last week. Lawrence students performed
individualiy a.nd in groups.
-

· "That rebellion," he declares,
"should take the form of passive
disengagement
(from society)
rather th.an positive prot.est indicates that traditional values are
not oppressive so much as irrelevant to many students."

Mogar believes students may
turn to what others have called
" an ideology of privacy" to replace the "lapsed ideologies of
public action."
IN common with many researchers at other colleges , Mogar found
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SHOE.REPAIRING
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FRANK and PAT'S PIZZA
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RE 4-9131
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MODERN EQUIPMENT
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Free
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Almost all the students who fel t
this way were majoring in engineering, the phy:,ical sciences
and business administration. Almost without exception, they placed family above career and career
above the welfare of other people.
Few discussd their career in
terms of intrinsic interest, social
usefulness , or self-fulfillment.
MORE than half the freshman
women (53 per cent) ranked fam -·
ily concerns as first in importance , followed by a combination
of economic security, developing
a personal identity, or religious.
beliefs.
"In · most respects, this group•
is the mirror image of its male
counterpart,'' Mogar commented ..
"Idealism or genuine career interests were conspicuously absent. Women were more apolo-

interest in helping other people.

Try the WURSTHAUS
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Given a choice of 12 items •.
nearly two-thirds of the men ( 62
per cent) rated economic secur.
ity, careers and f,amily life as·
their three most important concerns aft.er college.

getic than men about their J.ack of

Go Well Right Now?

GREA.T Bl'G URGE

the freshmen tend to " play it coot··
and avoid personal entanglement
with broad social eoncerns.

Across from Penney's & Sears

"Some felt that they would devote more time to the welfare of
others through their careersafter m arriage, child-rearing, and
other economic security items
were firmly established ."
LIKE the predominant group of
men. the co-ed's tended to justify
moral conduct on pragmatic
grounds, he added. Among men.
the most frequently mentioned
kind of offensive behavior was
premarital intercourse without affection ; among women , drunkenness received the most vigorous
condemnation.
While the majority of both men
and women put their concern for
"the good life" first, a substantial minority ( about one in five)
put "developing a personal identity" at the hood of their list of
expected concerns after graduation.

/As one co-ed phrased it: "I want
to see and experience as many
new things as possible. I want to
always feel that I'm growing,
even though I'm not sure what
form my growth will take."
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Lawrence Theatre Changes
For 'The Beggar's Opera'
By CAROL R. BELLINGHAUSEN
A RETURNING alum wandering through the Music-Drama center these evenings would probably find himself S£rious1y concerned about the changes at Lawrence since he left. For as he entered the theatre shop he would be gTeeted by

I

Dear Marge,
Is this a community of scholars or a passion pit? I am a devoted member of the former , and
must I be humiliated every night
at 10:58 when books in hand I
jostle my way against couple after disgus,ting couple?
As if this weren't bad enough,
every Saturday night at 12:58, afer an enjoyable evening in the
.after-hours reading room, the outside door of Colman is locked
and I must knock and wave my
arms and dance about like a
crazy idiot to attract somebody's
attention.
I feel like a worm when an
interrupted lover
impatiently
opens the door and I must murmur something apologetic as I
sidle by.
I realize that part of the Lawrence career is acquiring a mate,
preferably with a pin, by the end
of the sophomore year, but I
wish the activities prior to this
consummation would not take
place in the Colman fish-bowl,
embarrassing both me and likeminded fri~nds. What do you
suggest, Marge?
A keeper of the cumulative
:t:

* *

Dear Keeper,

This .is a community of scholars but everyone must have his
outlet. What are you doing in the
after-hours reading room anyway? I would suggest ,t hat you
convince one of your like-minded
male friends to escort you through
this "den" which would (1) save
you embarrassment of looking
"all business," and t2) enable you
to meet people ne~t to you, perhaps for the first time.
Hopefully your friend won't expect any vulgar remuneration for
these services, and if ~ does, I
feel confident that you could
stifle any such impulses.
Sincerely,
MARGE

Dear Marge,
I'm so glad you're ' here to help
me because I just can't seem to
confide this to my counselors. All
year they have heen trying to
teach me the Way, and here it is
almost May and I know I am
going to let them down.
I can',t stop myself from being
overly attracted to the backs of
boys' necks. I'm afraid that when
spring is really here and they
begin wearing jerseys and frayed
collars I will pounce uncontrollably on an innocent classmate.
If I told my counselors th.is, I
fear they would be obliged to include it in their final report on
me. I know they could help me,
but I can't afford to jeopardize
my future. Can you suggest any
way I could train myself into
restraint?
Hopefully yours,
TURTLENECK

Dear Turtleneck,
My first suggestion would be
that you always sit in the front
row. However, if you don't have
good. legs you must sit further
back and concentrate on your
notes and the profes.sor' s face.
You should ration your time. A
short glance at one neck, preferably a bad one, every fifteen minutes could help build up an immunity until you can deal with
better looking necks in more f requent doses.
If you follow this schedule, you
will soon become a detached admirer rather than an impassioned addict.
Sincerely,
MARGE

P.S. Please address all furbher
correspondence to: Marge, care of
the _Lawrentian, no later than 7
p.m. Tuesdays for prompt publication.

several Lawrence men busily
creating a tavern, a prison and a
gallows, or by several girls carting around large quantities of obviously stolen objects such as silver candlesticks , clothes and
jewelry.
IF HE stopped to speak with
Bruce Buechner, Pete Niss or
Greg Dery, however, he would
soon discover that these scenes
from the underworld were not entireiy a reflection of moral degradation at Lawrence, but were
integral parts of the set for the
forthcoming production of "The
Beggar's Opera."
He would also discover from
speaking with Karin Roang and
Cheri Torkelson that the portable
property was not stolen from
students' rooms or faculty residences, but lent or donated for the
purpose of creating the appearance of vast qu.antities of stolen
goods to decorate the home of
Mr. Peachum, the fence.
He would be further enlightened
by watching seniors, P. K. Allen,
Fri:tz Fett and Ted Katzoff adding
the finishing touches to the designs which will enable the paint
crew, headed by Sue Skaggs, to
decorate the interiors of Mr.
'Peachum's, the prison and the
tavern.
BEING thus reassured concerning the work upstairs, our alum
might find himself again dubious
upon entering the costume room.
Here he would discover designer
Mrs. Ann Glasner and her covey
of seamstresses, headed by Margot Wight and Sue Allen, busy
transforming lovely Lawrence coeds into less than genteel 18th'
century prostitutes.
Here he would see, also, the

Attache To Present
French Talk Here
Rene Allewaert, cultural attache of the French embassy stationed in Chicago, will talk in
French about modern France at
8 p.m. next Tuesday, April 20, in
the Riverview lounge of the Union.
The French department urges
all present and former students
of the language to come. Allewaert will be in the Union after
his speech to talk with students
in English.

Silvey to Lecture
On Labor Unions
"Technology and Its Implications for Employment and Labor
Unions" is the topic of a public
address to be given by AFL-CIO
representative Ted Silvey at 7:30
p.m. nexf Monday, April 19, at
Worcester Art center.
Silvey, a public relations speaker for the union, is a former official of the Typographical Workers union and q recent participant
in the National Conference on Public Administration sponsored by
the American Society for Public
Administration.
His visit here includes meetings
with Lawrence political science
and economic classes. Arrangements for his appearance were
made by Dr. Howard R Bloch,
assistant professor of economics.

metamm:phoses of Lawrence men,
long known for their moral
strength and intellectual vigor,
into highwaymen, thieves and corrupt officials.
Following one of these degenerate creatures inito the brightly
lighted make-up room , he would
witness his or her further physical transformation under the capable hands of the makeup crew
headed by Gay Burrage and Anna
Mack.
THESE practitioners of the art
of making that appear real which
is not would hasten to calm the
startled onlooker by assuring him
that behind the apparent corruption of this thief and that woman
of easy virtue stand the Lawrentians he used 1to know.
But once again his memories
and sensibilities would receive .a
jolt if he wandered back upstairs
to the ensemble rehearsal rooms.
Here he would wonder not only
about changes at Lawrence but
.also what had happened to the
familiar sounds of operatic arias
orchestrated in full Wagnerian
color.
For here he would encounter

Chuck Lord rehearsing his tiny
Baroque orchestra. hardly more
than a string ensemble , in melodies which sound curiously familiar to anyone who has had contact
wilh a little folk music.
THE conductor would no doubt
offer illumim,1tion on the subject
by explaining that "The Beggar's
Opera" is not Italian opera , but
ballad opera, an early forerunner
of the mo<lern musical comedy,
the main part of which is comprised of 18th-century folk songs
and bawdy ballads.
If our ruwnnus friend continued
his researches far enough he
would fina1ly enter Stansbury
theatre where he would see the
newly metamorphosed thieves and
prostitutes
rehearsing a play
which oos been around since 1728
but which has the appearance of
something always fresh and new.
He would see that this is the
place where the work behind the
scenes and in rehearsal rooms
will finally be unirted with the
work of the actors to present on
May 12-15 the Lawrence University theatre· s production of John
Gay's " Beggar's 0p€ra."

Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
Spring is certainly in the air,
bringing with it the sounds of
rejuvenation. For example, the
other night on my way to dinner
I heard someone playing "Don't
Sit Under the Apple Tree" so that
anyone passing might enjoy the
music.
I tell you, it was enough to
make one wish for .the war. But,
gentlemen, these flights into ecstasy are too lamentably rare, for
who has the time and mobility
to run from dorm to dorm drinking in all the musical goodies of
the tinkling arpeggios that .spew
forth from the students' rooms?
Not I. And that is why I would
like to make · a proposal: that
people coordinate their · record
playing.
For instance, from one . o'clock
to, say, two-thirty could be reserved for pop hits-the McGuire
Sisters, Johnny Cash, Patti Page,
etc. Perhaps the guys in Brokaw
would like to handle this portion
of the day.
'l\vo-thirty to four might be reserved for folk and spiritual like
Tennessee Ernie Ford, Eddie
Peabody, Beulah Bondi and so
forth. The swell girls at Colman
<who I've noticed already ·do admirably in this department ) would
probably be willing to take this
spot.
Of course , you'd have to have a

little classical music to satisfy
everyone-five forty-five to six
ought to handle this. 'l'he Longines Symphonette has some keen
selections from well-known symphonies and things.
If we all get together and pitch
in, there's no reason in the world
why anyone (actually myself, I
am greedy) would have to miss a
single selection played out of a
window.
General-wise, or taking the
cosmos into consideration, I see
the whole scheme as a turning
outward, a symbolic Christian
gesture of expanding one's scope
of li'ving to include others, of giving of one's self, of sharing the
little joys of life.
Lord knows my days at Lawrence have been made immeasurably brighter by the music played out of windows. in the early
evening and music played out of
windows late at night.
Let us not pass another spring
in a slip-shod, haphazard way.
"Strike!" said Clifford Odets,
and that means us.
I myself am too busy raising
mushrooms to organize such a
mass record-athon, but after the
suggestions I've made above, I'm •
sure it wouldn't be difficult for
anyone with a little spare time.
How's about it, kids? After all,
isn't good taste everyone's concern?
PHILLIP A. SHALLAT
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Facuity Members Discuss
Objectives of Encampment
By CARLA S. METTLING
IN DISCUSSING the virtues ·o f Encampment with
various students who had p,r eviously participated, I noticed a general euphoria - a nostalgic misting of the
eyes and a hearty response something like, "What a great weekend," "a good experience," etc.
THE philosophy behind this apparently successful enter p r i s e
seemingly runs something like
this. Given a vanguard of students , faculty and administration
in a secluded natural environment for a weekend, with wholesome camaraderie and diversion ,
new insights and understandings
on the problems at Lawrence will
result among the members of its
Three Cultures.
Following this retreat the vangoord returns to help those who
have been chained to the campus
c,ave.
Feeling somewhat uneasy with
this set of goals and predictions,
I decided to approach some of the
faculty members who had gone on
Encampment to see if their reactions approximated the unqualified bravos I got from the students.
BERTRAND Goldgar , assistant
professor of English, feels that it
was " very enjoyable but rather
silly." It was nice to get away
for the weekend , though somet hing like a faculty-student picnic
would accomplish what Encampment does. Goldgar admits that
his antagonisms used to arise
from his own misconception of it
as some sort of a semi-religious
retreat with monastic overtones ,
held in the out-of-doors possibly
because the planners felt that the
truth was accompanied by cold
and rain.
He has modified these views
after going twiee, but he still feels
that Encampment is rother meaningless except for the good times.
The problems discussed are
usually those over which the participants have no control, e.g.
money, or those on which student
opinions are worthless, e .g. curriculum. Also, the more hightoned the topic ("the nature of a
liberal education") , the 1 e s s
valuable the discussion.
IN SHORT, "the group sessions
at their worst become mere gripe
sessions and at best are characterized by an earnest nebulosity
which may he momentarily inspiring to the chosen few but which
have no lasting effect on campus."
Another faculty member, who
prefers to remain anonymous,
sees the intellectual exchange of
ideas as ,a facade for what actually goes on-the breaking down of
sexual barriers between the faculty and students. This results in
an erotic weekend in the woods,
which is fine if that is what you
w.ant.
Leonard 0. Pinsky, ass istant
professor of philosoohv. feels that
- Encampment is analogous to a
ski weekend; he thinks that faculty families should be accommodated for the extent of this "vacation."
VERNON R0€1ofs. professor of
history, fed~ that the d efinite
value in the Eneampm2nt weekend is more significant than ju.st

Lawrentian Interviews Hansen,
V ender bush On Men's Counseling
By DIANE A. BANTHIN
IN THE FOURTH article of the series on the counseling system, the Lawrentian turned from the women's system and interviewed Kenneth R. Venderbush,
dean of men, and Bert Hansen, assistant head counselor, on the men's counseling system. During the interview, Venderbush and Hansen
commented on the philosophy of
the counseling system, the role of
men counselors, their duties and
their selection as couns~lors.
IN viewing the general counseling system at Lawrance, Venderbush stated the necessity of a
special orientation for freshmen.
He stated that this orientation
can't all happen during New Student week, and indicated the neeessity of an organi?£d year-long
oounseling system. Moreover he
feels that the newness of college
life is felt by many freshmen all
year long.

Turning to the role of the man
counselor at Lawrence, Venderbush and Hansen spoke of the
counselor .as one who is around
if help is needed. However, both
agreed that the counselor is by no
a good time.
As a faculty member, it enables means a wet nurse.
Freshman forum meetings are a
him to associate with students inmeans of communication between
formally and thereby "find out
Venderbush
stated
what's really ticking in their freshmen.
that the forum discusses current
heads, things that just don't come
problems arising 'during the year.
out when students are lined up in
IT IS the freshman representafront of you in rows."
Of course this works reciprocal- tive who reports to his section. In
ly , enabling students to become this sense, freshmen share the reacquainted with the people who sponsibility of leadership with the
heretofore had lectured to them·. counselor.
The members of each section ·
administered assignments and
graded tests and papers. So the have meetings, although perhaps
person-to-person contact is of pri- not ,as regularly as the sections
mary value but the discussions of the women's counseling system.
too are very worthwhile.
When asked whether the men's
TIITS can be a time of " soundsections shared the same degree
ing out" student opinion on proof closeness found in the women· s
posed administrative policies. In
sections, Hansen answered that
answer to his colleagues who feel
the closeness was perhaps not as
that Encampment is just a fun
great , but that there was still a
weekend , Roelofs says that the
group identification.
students who go are very serious
VENDERBUSH added that the
about discussing the problems on
section can be a place where
the agenda and if possible arrivsomeone who doesn't immediateing at some recommendations for
ly find a campus activity could
action on campus.
find something real and vital.
Admittedly the value is almost
The duties of the men's counexclusively for those who go, for
selors were the next topic of the
the experience is comparable to a
discussion. At this time, Hans en
course which benefits onlv those gave his conception of the duties.
who are enrolled.
.
He stated that the duties of the
But if 100 people find it meancounselor began with assisting
ingful, this is sufficient justificafreshmen during New Student
tion for the Encampment weekweek and continued during the
end.
year with encouraging freshmen
to a ttend classes and extra-curricular activities, helping with academic problems, being a source
of disciplinary action and just being around if help is needed.
HANSEN ,vent on to explain
bills
some of these duties. During New
Student week the counselor is priI hate Bills. Overdue Bills,
marily a source of answers for
past-due Bills, or just plain Bills.
questions freshmen have about·
I also hate Cash. Quarters. Halfs.
Lawrence in general.
Dimes, Greenbacks. But I hate
As for academic aid for freshBills so much that occasionally I
men, the counselors m.ake up a
utilize Cash to prevent the Ac- list of feJlow counselors who can
cumulation of Bills.
help in a part~ular field of study.
Yesterday I got a Bill. It was
Besides these basic duties the
for five Cents. It was from the
counselor also attends a series of
Business Office. H was marked meetings before counseling and
"Please pay promptly!"
during the year to help him in
Though I am not basically ac- carrying out his main duty of
comodating, nonetheless I hated helping freshmen to adjust to colto place the fiduciary System of lege life.
the Business Office into financial
LIKE the women counselors,
Jeopardy. You see, it cost them
the men do have one or two sesfifty Cents in Bookkeeping to bill
sions with the counseling psycholme.
ogist to help inform them of their
But I had already paid ,t he Bill.
role as counselors. Venderbush
Cash. So I went to them and exindicated that the counselors are
plained. They said to go to the
reminded at this time that they
,billing Agency and expain. Which are not to be psychologists themI did.
selves.
And tl1€y said the Business OfDuring the year the men's
fice was the billing Agency.
counselors have meetings every
Which I told the Latter; who
Tuesday, at which current probagreed but said that the Former lems are d~cussed by the entire
must ,authorize Action. What Acgroup.
tion not specified.
There is a small staff composed
Tired of running back and forth,
of the head counselors, the head
I decided the simplest 'Dhing residents and the dean of men
would be to pay the Bill again.
which meets every Monday and
By Check. It'll cost them ten Friday to plan these meetings.
Cents to cash it.
VENDERBUSH went on to say
Was it worth it? What this
that this' staff also deals with
Country really needs is a good problems counselors sense to be
five-cent Cigar.
too big for themselves. At their

bi-weekly meetings c-0unsel.ors
come in with problems for discussion.
Venderbush also stated that
sometimes when the staff itself
recognizes a problem, they call ht
both the counselors and members
of the section to discuss the problem.
Thus the counselor usually
merely identifies the problem and
then seeks aid from the head
counselor, the head resident, the
dean , the counseling psychologist,
or the staff described above .
IN ANY case, Venderbush indicated that the counselor does turn
to someone more objective or
skilled in dealing with big problems.
Another meeting the men's
counselors have occurs during
first term. At this time counselors meet two by two with the staff
to discuss how the system is progressing and the problems that the
counselors are h,aving.
In turning from the duties of the
counselors to the selection procedure, Venderbush and Hansen
spoke of the criteria of counselors
and the process of selection.
WHEN asked about the charac. teristics necessary for a counselor, Venderbush stated they were
looking for someone respectable
in Lawrence society, academically sound, capable of relating well
with people and approachable in
dealing with problems.
Venderbush and Hansen agreed
that they were looking for a variety of types of people. They are
looking for somebody for everyone. The dean added th-at these
types do share a common denominator composed of the qualities
listed above.
We then questioned why sophomores were selected as counselors in the men's system. Venderbush returned with "Why not?"
In fuTther commentary on this
question, Hansen replied that people are selected for the qualities
they possess and that most sophomores have traditionally done a
good job as counselors.
WHEN questioned about any
sort of influence of fraternity affiliation in the selection of counselors, Venderbush replied that
this factor is minor. He again
emphasized that they were looking for a variety of people.
As to the selection process
itself, the initi,al step is picking up
.and filing a petition with the dean
of men. Venderbush stated that
this year they would make more

use of the reference sources asked
for on the petition than they had
in the p,ast.
These references include one
fac ulty member , one former counselor and any other person in the
college community.
THESE petitions are reviewed
and selection is made by a comm ittee which Venderbush admitted l,as a rather nebulous construction which prevents any bad
fe€lings of disappointed applicants
towards a committee member.
In commentin.g on the men's
system as -a whole, Venderbush
and Hansen agreed that the system relies on a · unity and more
or less runs itself.
Venderbush went on to call the
system a "precious inheritance"
and stated that it was one of the
best things "we" do.
IN looking at both the men's
and the women 's system, the
Lawrentian in its final article of
the series will investigate other
types of counseling systems in
looking to possible revision of the
present one.

IN THE last of this year's
Great Decisions series lectures
held last week, Dr. Harold K.
Schneider, associate professor of
anthropology, discussed the topic
' 'The Population Boom - Can It
B€ Controlled?

Cindermen Beat Knox 84-4 7
For MWC Season's Opener
Vike Traclonen Cop First
In All But Three Events
PACED BY five double winners the Lawrrence. track
team rolled to an impressive 84-47 victory over Kno;.
The meet, held at Knox last Saturday, saw LawrelJ.~~
cop firsts in all events hut the
javelin, shot put and mile relay.
ONE of the day's better performance s was a 51.7 quarter
mile by Chuck Porter, who also
notched a 24 .2 t ime in the 220 yard
victory.
In the broad jump Dick Schultz
won a close duel with Corrin of
Knox as he edged him by one-half
ineh, with a 21 foot 7 Y:? inch effort.
He also added a second in the
220 yard dash and brought home
a first in the 100 yard dash with
a 10.9 time in .the face of high
winds. He was followed in second
place in the 100 by teammate
Gene Paulus.
DAVE NERO won both hurdle
events, capturing the lows in Z7.9
and the highs in 17.5. Larry Wil-

son added a 5econd in the 220
yard low hurdles and Dick Riehl
took a second in the 120 yard high
hurdles.
Kim Dammers had an outstanding day with a 4:56.7 mile victory
and .an 11 : 06 time for a win in the
two mile event. John Howe added a second in the mile, and then
teamed with m~we and Art Van
Dusen to notch second and third.,
respectively, in the two mile.
Another doubie winner was Dave
Crowell with a win in ,t he high
jump and the pole vault. The pole
vault was the day's closest event
as Crowell edged teammate and
def ending conference champion
Bob Pepper. Both went 11 feet
6 inehes, but Crowell won on the
basis of fewer misses.

Sports Shots
1.!::=:===========BY ROGER H. QUINDEL =======::=.J
Recently there has been much "grumbling" amo.i:l&'
the students over several items which they feel are
lacking in the Lawrence sports. program.
The major complaint seems to stem from the fact
the soon-to-be-completed football stadium is not being
constructed with the idea of eventually adding lights
and a track. A second complaint is that the new tennis
courts are not equipped with lights for night play and
that no immediate plans call for the construction of
them.
·
Those complaining do not even attempt to find the
reasons that there will be no lights or track in the stadium and why there will be no lights on the tennis
courts.
These people must remember that Lawrence is an
"institution of higher learning" and not a sports factory. The new science building, the planned infirmacy,
increased aid to students etc. all add to the financial
burden of giving Lawrence students their education
and make it impossible for Lawrence to immediately
add all these items to its sports program for the limited use they would receive.
When the idea of the stadium was. first conceived,
the city of Appleton, in return for the additional funds
necessary for lights and a track, was offered use of
these facilities. But .the ci.ty rejected the offer.
. _
When the idea of lights for the tennis courts was1
proposed, the city of Appleton, in return for the funds
necessary to construct lights, was offered the use of
the tennis courts. But the city rejected this1offer.
_
Instead of complaining about these so-called deficiencies in our sports program the students of La,vrence should instead }ook upon the many fine facill.ties which we do have and realize that the athletic
department is doing all it can to promote, in its own
interest, better facilities.
·

for appointment

Dial RE 9-1805
231 East College Ave.
Appleton, Wi~
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LARRY Wilson adde<l a third
in the pole vault. Wilson also
took thirds in the low hurdles,
javelin and high jump.
Mike Gannett and Diek Stujenske finished one-two in the 880
yard run. Gannett's time w.as
2:08.4. Roger Bjornstad added a
second in the discus, which was
won by Knox's Hintz with a record heave of 154 feet 8 inches. ·
Reed of Knox won the javelin
with a 165 foot throw . . Flood added a 43 foot 51.2 inch shot-put win
to the Knox scoring column. The
mile relay was also won by Knox
with a 3: 48 time.
TOMORROW Coach Da Vis'
trackmen travel to Ripon for a
quadrangular meet with Ripon,
Oshkosh and Stevens Point.
The team will be handicapped
by the loss of Wilson who badly
strained his left foot during the
pole vault event in the Knox meet.
Wilson hopes to be ready to compete again within two weeks.

COMPETING for a berth on the 1965-66 Lawrence

Judges Tell Choices
For Cheerleaders
Linda Buchanan, Marcia Glidden, Sherry Howenstine, Ruth
Marrs and Kathy Wilson were
named to the 1965-1966 cheerleading squad during tryouts held
April 8 and 9. Alternates will be
Candy Jones, Chi Meredith and
Lesley Opel.
Judges for the competition were
outgoing s e n i o r cheerleaders,
three faculty members, president
of Lettermen's club, and captains
of the basketball, football and
baseball teams for this year and
next. Within the next few weeks,
the captain of the cheerleading
squad and male cheerleaders will
be chosen.

cheerleading squad_ Linda Buchanan dis.plays her
form. Miss Buchanan, Marcia Glidden, Sherry Howenstine, Ruth Marrs and Kathy Wilson were chosen for
the squad.

No Car?
Tandem-Bike
Tough Luck

Rent a

SOc Per Person
ECONOMICALLY, LTD. -

TREVER Ext 311

MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

Jerry's Pipe Shop

AVIS RERT-A-CAR
WEEKEND SPECIAL
Friday Noon Until
Monday, 9 a.m.

$4.00

A Day -Plus toe a Mile
105 East Franklin

street

APPLETON

J

.

!: If Yoit Had YotM~ Choice
lWould Y otl .. ~
;~

.

I

For Reservations Call

~~~~~~~

CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
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a. Stand on a corner for ten minutes waiting for a bus
and then ride for 1'5 or 20 minutes and still be 3 blocks'
from where you're going .
b.

Get on your Ducati and be at the door in 10 minutes
flat (without speeding).

a. Spend 1.6c on gas for the car or 15c on bus fare.

RE 9-2346

(1

mile trip.)

j********************************************-t

b. Spend 2c on gas for your Ducati.

}

a. Drive around the block two or three times to find a
parking place.

*#

The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK · j .
Appleton s Most Convenient Bank
t
M E M B E R F. D. I. C.
*
11

1

11

~********************'*"************************~

~
·i
J!

1i
~

b. Park your Ducati in that space that's too small for
even a foreign " bug ."

a. l5pend $? for a 3rd hand car (?) at the junk yard
<and who knows how much on parts ).

1

l

BICYCLES BUILT FOR TWO!
FOR RENT

FOR ALL
OCCASIONS
by

CHAR.LES
the

FLORIST

at

Northgate Skelly

b. /Spend $309 on a brand new Ducati.
~

;,,-;

There's still many more reasons why you should
try Ducoti .... THE SMART WAY TO GO!
Stop in and talk it over with Lloyd at

,, Ifs Fun to Keep Fit on a Bicycle 11

JIFFY :CYCLE SERVICE

105 W. Northland Ave ., Corner of Oneida and Old 41

320 Union Place

Convenient Bus Service - RE 3-9973

Open evenings from 7: 00 to 10 : 00

Viking Netmen Open Season
-With Two Conference Wins
Team Sweeps Monmouth,
Tops Knox by 6-1 Score
THE LA WREN CE varsity tennis team Sitarted its
season on a good note as they defeated Monmouth 7-0
and Knox 6-1 in dual meets held on the Viking courts
last Saturday
DAVE Cooper, playing number
one singles. beat Monmouth's
Dick Short 6-1, 6-3 and teamed
with John Bertram fo r a 6-2 , 6-4
doubles victory.
In the Knox meet, in which 12game pro sets were played, Cooper edged Bruce Brown 12-9, and
teamed with Bertram for another
12-9 win.
Bertram beat Monmouth's Tom
Smith 6-4 , 6-3 and downed Bill
Dean of Knox easily 12-6. Tom
Thomas, number 3 singles, dropped the first set 4-6, but came
back 6-2, 6-4 to edge Monmouth's
Al Magazine. In the Knox match
he scored a fine 12-8 victory over
Bill Dean.
THOMAS and Bob Bletzinger
teamed up to take both number 2
doubles. Edging Monmouth 6-1,

4-6, 6-2, while handing a 12-7 loss
to Knox.
Bletzinger also copped a 3-6, 6-3,
6-0 win over Monmouth's Doug
Skegland, and edged Steve Arnold
of Knox in the day's marathon
match 15-13.
Nick Vogel clinched the Monmouth shutout with a 6-3, 6-1 victory over Tom Conley, but dropped .a 12-5 decision to 'Knox's Paul
Wolff.
THE Vikings' two easy wins are
even more impressive in view of
the fact that Ripon, the defending
confere nee champ and a leading
contender this year, barely beat
Knox 4-3 and dropped a set in
downing Monmouth 5-1.
The next action for the varsity
netmen is tomorrow when they go

Phi Delts Lead Phi Gams
In Quad Supremacy Points
SLOWLY but surely the winter sports schedule is
winding up. Bowling is still very close with two more
weeks to go in the season. All the scores have not been
reported yet in handball competition, so because the matches have
not been completed the final
standings are not available and
supremacy points have not been
completely assigned for it.
Bowling, a major sport, is a very
close race with the season not
far from over. The results for last
week were:
Beta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Delt . .. ........ . .. . . 2
Fiji . . . . ............ 2
'Sig Eps ....... . ... 1
Phi Delt . ...... .. .. 0
Phi Tau . . . . . . . . .
1
·T he highest individual single
game performance so far this
season was turned in by Mark
Masuhr of the Fij is with a 245
game. The highest series so far
was by Chuck Norseng who rolled a 645 for the Betas. The bowling standings as of now are:

The Phi Delts copped second
place not far behind with a record of 17-3. The Betas and the
Sig Eps are still battling for a distant third, both of them sporting
8-10 records. Fifth were the Fijis
with a 6-14 mark and last were
the Phi Taus with a 0-20 record.
Although the unplayed match
will have an effect upon the
standings , the overall supremacy
will not be affected. With revisions
for handball, the standings now
read :
Phi Delt . .. . . . . 750
Fiji . . .. . . .. . . .
700
Beta . . . . . . . . . . . 600*

'Delt ... .. . .... . .. 450

1

W.

L.

Delt . . . . . . . . 15
9
Fiji .... .. ... 15
9
Phi Tau .. . . . 13
11
!Sig Eps . ... .. 12
12
Beta . ... ... 11
13
Phi Delt ..... . 6
18
Handball is completed except
for a doubles match between the
Betas and the Sig Eps which will
determine third place*. The Delts
won the handball competition fairly easily with a rec--ird of HJ· 1.

Sig Ep ........... 200"'
IPhi Tau
50
Softball will be the only major
spring sport and along with tennis, will begin next week. The
other two sports of golf and track
will ·be coming up in the middle
of May.
Softball will consist of two
games against each other house.
Tennis will be run like ping-pong
and handball with each house
fielding two singles men and one
double team. Golf and track will
be decided by one large meet for
each sport as is in the case of
swimming.

Member FDIC
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against our highly-touted fresh·
men squad. Thirteen players .are
out for the freshman team.
Although no challenges have
been held as of yet, the probable
frosh lineup will consist of Pat
Kenney , Bob Krohn, John Bel10,
Wayne Bass, Bob Van Danielen
and Brian Bock, but Paul Skopal
and Chuck Herr could push them.
The varsity will travel to Beloit
on Wednesday for their next meet.
The quality of the Beloit team is
unknown since they are being allowed the use of freshmen on their
varsity because of their April 21
graduation date.

Sailors Start Work,
Plan for Regatta
'f\he Lawrence Sailing club will
host an area quarter-final eliminations regatta here on Saturday
and Sunday, April 24-25. Lawrence
skippers Jim Tompson and Don
Jackson will be competing against
skippers from Marquette, Notre
Dame, Purdue, Beloit and Wisconsin.
Those schools which finish in
the first three places will qualify
for the Midwest championships
which will be held at Ohio Weseyan on May 8 and 9.
Club officials hope to begin
regular classes on Lake Winnebago tomorrow. This year the
beginning classes will have 18
boats since the purchase of nine
new crafts over the winter.
Once again, the advanced classes held on Sunday will be devoted
to racing. But instead of competing among themselves the
Lawrence "salts" will be competing against the newly formed
Oshkosh state team. It is hoped
such competitive activity will
further develop Lawrence's already-formidable regatta ability.
Also new this year was the
dry-land rigging demonstration
which boat-owner !Larson held
for the beginning classes last
Saturday. During this session a
trailered boat was fully rigged
in the faculty parking lot to give
the beginners a better idea of
what to expect in actual sailing.

PLAYING first singles and teams with John Bertram
for first doubles on the Viking tennis1team, Dave Cooper displays his serving style. In the Knox and Monmouth meets Cooper won twice in the singles compe- .
tition and twice in the doubles.
·

-

.. =

HAWAII
University of Hawaii Study Tour
$695.00

Six Weeks - Tax Inc.
Round trip jet. 43 days in Hawaii. Included is Waikiki hotel acommodations, sightseeing, parties
and more.
LEAVE JUNE 19 ... RETURN JULY 31, 1965
Also Teachers Tours Available

15 Days Jet Tour to Hawaii

Held Over!

Includes: MAUI, KAUAI, and HAWAII
pfus tax

$456.00

Includes round trip charter jet from Cricago.
Aloha floral lei greetings. Airport transfers,
Waikiki hotel acommodatioi:,s .

10 da,ys in Honolulu, 5 days on Maui, Kauai, Hawaii
Departure Dates:
JUNE 19, JULY 3 and 17, 1965

LEILANI TOURS, IN 'O.

TECHNICOLOR®
''LETON STATE BANK

April 16, 1965

Foi- further information con!tact:

lOJBUEIIAVISTADiltnMionCo.lnc. C1964Will Di1111Yl'r*liw

Appleton Theatre

JERRY DeBRUIN, 126 S. Pine, Kimberfy, Wis.
Phone ST 8-1753
I

A Few Ne,w Titles . ..

I

A HISTORY OF SPAIN by Charles E. Chapman
POLITICAL LIFE by Robert E. Lane
POETS ON POETRY-Edited and with an Introduction by Charles Norman
SOCIAL STRUCTURE by George Peter Murdock
ESSAYS IN SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY by T alcot Parsons
THE ANDAMAR ISLANDERS by A. R. Radcliffe Brown
ETHICAL JUDGMENT by Abraham Edel

CAESAR AND CLEOPATRA by Bernard Shaw -

Edited by Elizabeth T. Forter·1

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE

